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SHAPE OPTIMIZATION FOR STOKES FLOW:

A REFERENCE DOMAIN APPROACH
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Abstract. In this paper we analyze a shape optimization problem, with Stokes equa-

tions as the state problem, defined on a domain with a part of the boundary that is

described as the graph of the control function. The state problem formulation is mapped

onto a reference domain, which is independent of the control function, and the analysis is

mainly led on such domain. The existence of an optimal control function is proved, and

optimality conditions are derived. After the analytical inspection of the problem, finite

element discretization is considered for both the control function and the state variables,

and a priori convergence error estimates are derived. Numerical experiments assess the

validity of the theoretical results.
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Introduction

Optimal control for partial differential equations [24] is a challenging field of applied mathe-
matics, thanks to its combination of sophisticated theoretical tools and interesting engineering
applications. Among optimal control problems, shape optimization [10,30] has recently undergone
a renewal of interest, mainly due to the wide range of industrial and real world applications, like
fluid dynamics [17] and structural mechanics [1], and to the increased computational power avail-
able for numerical simulations. Shape optimization aims at finding the solution of problems of the
following general form:

min
ΩPO

JpΩ, SpΩqq, subject to a differential problem LpSpΩqq “ 0 in Ω,

where J is a cost functional, defined on a suitable set O of admissible domains, L is a differential
operator and S is the operator mapping an admissible domain Ω P O to the corresponding solution
of the differential problem LpSpΩqq “ 0 in Ω.

This kind of problems has been widely discussed in the literature, employing different techniques
in the description of the set O, generally considered as a proper subset of finite (see, e.g., [3,5]) or
infinite (see, e.g., [10, 30]) dimensional spaces. The present paper belongs to the latter category,
as the boundary of the admissible domains (or a subset of it) is described by the graph of a
suitable control function. This approach has been widely adopted by many authors (see, e.g.,
[2, 4, 13,18,20–23]).

Concerning the numerical solution of shape optimization problems, a standard technique is
represented by gradient type iterative algorithm, in which the state problem is solved on differently
shaped domains at each iteration (see, e.g., [1,11]). A critical point of this approach is the repeated
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deformation of the computational mesh, leading to an increase of the computational effort and to
the possible generation of highly skewed mesh elements. In order to avoid such problems, in this
work the reference-domain approach introduced in [22] is followed, mapping the actual domain
and the whole optimization problem onto a reference domain Ω0. Exploiting this mapping, a
priori estimates for the discretization error of the optimization problem are derived, and these
results are assessed through numerical tests. Discretization of shape optimization problems and
convergence issues have been discussed in other works, such as [8,9,20,21]. However, to the best of
our knowledge, only [14,22] provide a convergence rate for the discretization error for the Poisson
equation. In this paper we obtain similar convergence results for the Stokes problem; this seems to
be the first convergence result for shape optimization problems governed by this class of equations.

The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we present the shape optimization
problem governed by Stokes equations, and we reformulate it on the reference domain. Within this
framework, the existence of an optimal solution to the minimization problem is proved. Finally, we
consider first order optimality conditions and we provide a boundary-integral expression for them.
Section 2 is devoted to the proof of a priori error estimates for the numerical discretization error
of the optimization problem. Finally, in Section 3 we present some numerical tests, assessing the
theoretical results. In Appendix A, we discuss the regularity assumptions needed by the a priori
estimates, whereas in Appendix B some technical results are proved.

1. The optimal control problem

The aim of the present paper is to study a shape optimization problem governed by Stokes
equations, which reads as follows

min
qPQad

Jpq, u, pq subject to the following generalized Stokes system:

$
’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’%

ηu ´ divpν∇uq ` ∇p “ f , in Ωq,

div u “ 0, in Ωq,

u “ 0, on Γq,

νBnu ´ pn “ gN , on Γ1,

Bnux “ 0, uy “ 0, on Γ2,

u “ gD, on Γ3,

(1)

where J is a given cost functional to be optimized, u “ pux, uyq and p are the so-called state
variables and q is the control function (belonging to the admissible set Qad) that identifies the
domain Ωq.

In particular, the control function q : I “ p0, 1q Ñ R describes the lower part Γq of the boundary
of domain Ωq “ tpx, yq P R

2 | x P I , y P pqpxq, 1qu. As shown in Fig. 1(left), the boundary of Ωq

is partitioned as BΩq “ Γq Y Γ1 Y Γ2 Y Γ3.
In order to avoid domain degeneration, we fix ε P p0, 1q a priori, and we introduce the following

Figure 1. Physical and reference domains
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intermediate set of admissible controls

Q
ad “ tq P H3pIq X H1

0 pIq : qpxq ď 1 ´ ε, @x P Iu. (2)

In the following, it will be useful to have the admissible controls in a bounded set, so we fix a

constant C ą 0 and reduce Q
ad

to the following set:

Qad “ tq P Q
ad

: }q}H3pIq ď Cu. (3)

From the above definition, it follows that all the feasible domains Ωq are contained in a bounded,

convex, hold-all domain pΩ Ă R
2.

The weak formulation of problem (1) reads:

Find u “ pu ` rRgD , pu P Vq and p P Pq such that

#
aqppu, vq ` bqpv, pq “ Fqpvq, @ v P Vq,

bqppu, πq “ ´bqp rRgD, πq, @ π P Pq,
(4)

where

Vq “ tv P rH1pΩqqs2 : v “ pvx, vyq “ 0 on Γ3 Y Γq and vy “ 0 on Γ2u,

Pq “ L2pΩqq,

and

aqpu, vq “
ż

Ωq

ηuv ` ν∇u : ∇v,

bqpv, πq “ ´
ż

Ωq

π div v,

Fqpvq “
ż

Ωq

f ¨ v ´ aqp rRgD, vq `
ż

Γ1

gN ¨ v dΓ.

Data functions η, ν, f are defined on the hold-all domain pΩ,1 boundary data gN , gD are defined

on the fixed edges Γ1, Γ3, respectively, and rRgD is a continuous lifting of gD on Ωq.

Remark 1.1 (Well-posedness of the state problem). Using classical results on Stokes problem
(see, e.g., [16]), we can ensure the well-posedness of (1). About data functions, we have to assume
what follows: 2

‚ νpxq ě ν0 ą 0 @x P pΩ,

‚ ν, η P L8ppΩq,
‚ f P rH´1ppΩqs2, gD P rH1{2pΓ3qs2, gN P rH´1{2pΓ1qs2.

Under these conditions, the following stability estimate holds:

}ru}Vq
` }rp}Pq

ď cp}f}rH´1p pΩqs2 ` }gD}rH1{2pΓ3qs2 ` }gN }rH´1{2pΓ3qs2 q. (5)

We remark that constant c in (5) is independent of q, since the inf-sup constant of the form bq

is lower-bounded, for any q, by the inf-sup constant related to the hold-all domain pΩ. Moreover,
since the right-hand sides of (5) can be bounded by a data independent constant, also }ru}Vq

, }rp}Pq

are bounded, uniformly on q.

1If not necessary, no special notation will be used to point out whether the entire functions are to be considered,
or their restrictions to Ωq : the distinction will be inferable from the context.

2If a particular q is fixed, the conditions need only to be respected on Ωq . However, in order to be free from

dependence on the control, we formulate them on the hold-all domain pΩ.
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Finally, we introduce the cost functional

Jpq, u, pq “
ż

Ωq

|∇u|2 ` α}q2}2

L2pIq ` β

ˆż

I

qpxqdx ´ V

˙2

,

representing the total energy dissipation of the Stokes flow, with a regularization term }q2}2

L2pIq
(as in [22]) and a volume penalty term, measuring the distance of the area under the graph of q

from a fixed value V . 3

Let us introduce the state solution operator rSpqq, mapping each q P Qad to the corresponding

solution rSpqq “ pu, pq of (4), and the reduced cost functional, as follows:

rj : Qad Ñ R, rjpqq “ Jpq, rSpqqq. (6)

For convenience, it can be useful to define the following constants, whose existence is ensured

by the fact that q belongs to pQad:

d1, d2 ą 0 such that }q2}L8pIq ď d1, |q1p0q| ď d2.

Finally, we introduce the set of admissible control variations, namely:

δQ “ tδq P H3pIq X H1

0 pIq : q ` δq P Qad, @q P Qadu.

Remark 1.2. We point out that Qad is convex, closed and bounded in H3pIq: boundedness is
stated in (3), whereas closure and convexity are consequences of the fact that definitions (2) and
(3) involve only constraints of the form ζpqq ď c, where c is a constant and ζ is a semi-norm
in H3pIq. Hence, closure follows from the continuity of any semi-norm in a Banach space, and
convexity holds thanks to the triangle inequality.

1.1. Domain transformation

In this section, we map the original problem (1) onto a reference-domain. The main advantage
of this technique lays in the numerical solution of the optimization problem: solving the state
problem on a reference domain avoids the need to deform the computational mesh at each step of
the optimization algorithm.

Let us introduce the reference domain Ω0 “ p0, 1q2, which is equivalent to the choice q ” 0. It
follows that any admissible domain Ωq can be seen as a transformation of Ω0 by means of the map

Tq : Ω0 Ñ Ωq, with Tqpx, yq “ p1 ` Vqqpx, yq “
ˆ

x

y ` p1 ´ yqqpxq

˙
.

We denote by p¨, ¨q the L2 inner product on Ω0, while p¨, ¨qI and p¨, ¨qΩq
indicate the scalar product

in L2pIq and L2pΩqq, respectively.

Remark 1.3 (Notation I). We will use the following quantities depending on Tq:

Map gradient: DTq with pDTqqi,j “ Bxj
pTqqi i, j “ 1, 2.

Map jacobian: γq “ detpDTqq.
Laplacian-related matrix: Aq “ γqDT ´1

q DT ´T
q .

Remark 1.4 (Notation II). By the superscript ¨q we denote the composition with the map Tq.
On the other hand, whenever no doubt arises on which q is considered, the composition with the
inverse map T ´1

q will be denoted by r̈.

We are now ready to state the variational problem (4) on pulled-back spaces V and P , that do
not depend anymore on q:

3Volume constraints are typical of shape optimization for fluid dynamics: see, e.g., [26, 28].
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Find pu, pq P V ˆ P , such that

#
apqqpu, vq ` bpqqpv, pq “ F pqqpvq, @ v P V,

bpqqpu, πq “ Gpqqpπq, @ π P P,
(7)

where

V “ tv P rH1pΩ0qs2 : v “ pvx, vyq “ 0 on Γ3 Y Γ0 and vy “ 0 on Γ2u,

P “ L2pΩ0q,

and

apqqpu, vq “
ż

Ω0

“
ηqu ¨ vγq ` νq trp∇uAq∇vT q

‰
dΩ,

bpqqpv, πq “ ´
ż

Ω0

π trp∇vDT ´1

q qγq dΩ,

F pqqpvq “
ż

Ω0

f q ¨ v γq dΩ ´ apqqpRgD, vq `
ż

Γ1

gN ¨ v dΓ,

Gpqqpπq “ ´bpqqpRgD, vq.

Remark 1.5 (Lifting). RgD represents a continuous lifting of the Dirichlet datum gD onto Ω0.
However, as gD is defined on Γ3, where Tq is equal to the identity, it does not need to be mapped

onto the reference domain. In general, RgD ‰ rRgD ˝ Tq, but this is not a problem, since in the
following we are not making use of any explicit expression of the lifting.

Finally, we introduce the solution operator S : Qad Ñ V ˆ P , which maps an admissible
control function to the solution of the transformed state problem (7). It follows that the original
optimization problem can be reformulated as follows:

Find q P Qad minimizing the functional j defined in (8), i.e.

jpqq “ min
qPQad

jpqq “ min
qPQad

Jpq, Spqq ˝ T ´1

q q. (8)

This is the formulation we will refer to on the rest of the paper.

1.2. Well-posedness of the problem

In this section, we analyze the well-posedness of the state problem (7) and the existence of an
optimal solution to our minimization problem (8).

At first, we observe that matrix Aq belongs to rL8pΩ0qs2ˆ2, it is symmetric and positive definite,
and its eigenvalues are lower-bounded by

λ “ 2

¨
˝1 ` 1 ` pd1 ` d2q2

ε
`

dˆ
1 ` 1 ` pd1 ` d2q2

ε

˙2

´ 4

˛
‚

´1

ą 0.

Under the same assumptions of Remark 1.1, the coercivity of the form apqq and the continuity of
the functionals and forms involved in (7) are given by the following inequalities, holding for any
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u, v P H1
0 pΩ0q, π P L2pΩ0q, q P Qad:

apqqpv, vq ě ν0λ}∇v}2 “: αc}∇v}2,

|apqqpu, vq| ď p}η}
L8p pΩq}γq}8 ` }ν}

L8p pΩq}Aq}8q}∇u}}∇v} ď

ď
ˆ

}η}
L8p pΩqp1 ` d1 ` d2q ` }ν}

L8p pΩq
1

λ

˙
}∇u}}∇v} “: M}∇u}}∇v},

|bpqqpv, πq| ď }γqDT ´T
q }8}∇v}}π} ď p1 ` d1 ` d2q}∇v}}π} “: Mb}∇v}}π},

|F pqqpvq| ď }γq}8}f}rL2p pΩqs2 }v} ` McR}gD}H1{2pΓ3q}∇v} ` }gN }rH´1{2pΓ1qs2ctr}∇v} ď
ď rcpΩp1 ` d1 ` d2q}f}rL2p pΩqs2 ` McR}gD}H1{2pΓ3q ` }gN }rH´1{2pΓ1qs2ctrs}∇v} “
“: MF }∇v},

where the constants αc, M, Mb, MF , MG are independent of q.

The inf-sup condition for problem (7) reads
There exists a positive constant β, independent of q, such that

@π P P Dv P V : bpqqpv, πq ě β}∇v}}π}. (10)

The validity of this property would allow to exploit the classical saddle-point-problem theory
also for the transformed problem (7).

To prove (10), we start considering the inf-sup condition on Ω0, with constant pβ ą 0, namely:

@π P P Dv P V such that bp0qpv, πq “ ´
ż

Ω0

π div v dΩ ě pβ}π}}∇v}. (11)

Employing the definition of bpqq, the following holds for any q P Qad

bpqqpv, πq “ ´
ż

Ω0

π∇v ¨ γqDT ´T
q dΩ “ ´

ż

Ω0

π∇v ¨
`
1 ` γqDT ´T

q ´ 1
˘

dΩ ě

ě ´
ż

Ω0

π div v dΩ ´
ˇ̌
ˇ̌
ż

Ω0

π∇v ¨
`
γqDT ´T

q ´ 1
˘

dΩ

ˇ̌
ˇ̌ ě ppβ ´ }γqDT ´T

q ´ 1}8q}π}}∇v},

being π P P and v P V related through (10). As it holds

γqDT ´T
q ´ 1 “ cofpDTqq ´ 1 “

ˆ
´q ´p1 ´ yqq1

0 0

˙
,

we get

bpqqpv, πq ě ppβ ´ }q}W 1,8pIqq}π}}∇v}.

Therefore, requiring }q}
W 1,8pIq to be strictly smaller than pβ yields the validity of the inf-sup

(10), uniformly on q.

It is easy to check (see, e.g., [12]) that on the domain Ω0 the inf-sup constant pβ in (11) satisfies
pβ ě 1

4
?

2
. Hence, in order to ensure the validity of (10) it is sufficient to require

}q}H3pIq ď ξ

4
?

2
, for some ξ P p0, 1q, (12)

in the definition of the set Qad of admissible controls.

Remark 1.6. We remark that condition (12) is representative of a class of sufficient conditions
ensuring the validity of (10). Most likely, less stringent conditions can be found. However, real
world shape optimization problems often deal with very smooth configurations, thus compatible
with (12).
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Bearing in mind the properties showed at the beginning of this section, we can finally employ
the classical results of saddle-point theory to prove the following result (see, e.g., [7]):

Proposition 1.7. Under condition (12), for each q P Qad the pulled-back problem (7) admits
unique solution, and the following inequality holds

}Spqq}V ˆP ď cpf , gD, gN , η, ν, pΩq,

where the constant c is independent of q.

Concluding this section, we prove the existence of an optimal solution to (8).

Theorem 1.8. Let Qad be a non-empty, convex, closed and bounded subset of H3pIq and let
S : Qad Ñ rH1pΩ0qs2 ˆ L2pΩ0q be the solution operator of problem (7). Then, there exists a
solution to the minimization problem (8).

Proof. The proof follows standard ideas of calculus of variations. Hence, in the following we sketch
the main steps of the proof. From Remark 1.2, we know that Qad is a closed, bounded and convex
subset of H3pIq. This set is also non-empty, since q ” 0 fulfills all its constraints.
Observing that jpqq ě 0 for any q P Qad and that Qad ‰ H, we have that a minimizing sequence
tqnunPN Ă Qad exists, such that

lim
nPN

jpqnq “ inf
qPQad

jpqq “: j.

Being Qad bounded in H3pIq, the sequence tqnu is bounded itself, then there exists a subsequence
tqnk

u and some q P H3pIq such that,

qnk
á q in H3pIq for k Ñ 8.

Being Qad closed and convex, the limit q belongs to Qad.
The next step to take is to show that we can take the limit also in the state variables sequence

tSpqnk
qu “ tpuk, pkqu. For this purpose, following some ideas of the proof of Theorem 2.1 [18],

we consider the physical counterpart of the sequence, t rSpqnk
qu “ tSpqnk

q ˝ T ´1
q u, and the trivial

extension to zero of its elements in pΩ Ą Ωq, denoted by t pSpqnk
qu.

Thanks to the well-posedness of problem (1), uniformly on q P Qad, the sequence t pSpqnk
qu is

bounded in pV ˆ pP “ pH1
0 ppΩq X V q ˆ pL2ppΩq X P q. Hence, there exists a subsequence, for simplicity

denoted by tSpqlqu, and some pS “ ppu, ppq P pV ˆ pP such that,

pSpqlq “ ppul, pplq á pS “ ppu, ppq in pV ˆ pP for l Ñ 8.

Now we have to prove that S “ pS|Ωq
˝ Tq is the state solution corresponding to q, i.e. S “ Spqq.

This can be done transforming each term in problem (7) back on Ωql
, extending it on pΩ and then

passing to the limit for l Ñ 8. As a paradigmatic example, we consider the viscosity term. Taking

pv P rC8
0 ppΩqs2, it holds

lim
lÑ8

ż

Ω0

νql∇ulAql
¨ ∇pv dΩ “ lim

lÑ8

ż

Ωql

ν∇rul ¨ ∇pv dΩ “ lim
lÑ8

ż

pΩ
ν∇pul ¨ ∇pv dΩ “

“
ż

pΩ
ν∇pu ¨ ∇pv dΩ “

ż

Ω0

ν∇uAq ¨ ∇pv dΩ.

Finally, using dominate convergence theorem and the weak, lower semi-continuity of seminorms
in a Banach space yields the weak, lower semi-continuity of functional j, allowing to conclude that

jpqlq Ñ jpqq “ j for l Ñ 8.

Hence q turns out to be a solution of the optimization problem (8).
�
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1.3. Optimality conditions

In this section, we inspect the first order optimality condition

j1pqqpδqq “ 0 @δq P δQ, (13)

in order to obtain the Hadamard formula (see, e.g., [30]) for the gradient of functional j, useful for
the analysis made in the following section and for numerical tests.

We first recall the expression of rj defined in (6), as

rjpqq “
ż

Ωq

|∇ru|2 dΩ ` α}q2}2

L2pIq ` β

ˆż

I

qpxqdx ´ V

˙2

, (14)

where ru : Ωq Ñ R
2, together with rp : Ωq Ñ R, is the solution of Stokes problem (1).

The so-called shape-derivative of pru, rpq can be defined as the solution pĂδu, rδpq of the following
problem (see, e.g., [26]):

$
’’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’’%

ηĂδu ´ divpν∇Ăδuq ` ∇Ăδp “ 0, in Ωq,

divpĂδuq “ 0 in Ωq,

νBn
Ăδu ´ rδpn “ 0, on Γ1,

Bn
Ăδu “ 0, Ăδv “ 0, on Γ2,

Ăδu “ 0, on Γ3,

Ăδu “ ´pVq,δq ¨ nqBnru, on Γq,

(15)

where Vq,δq is the vector field describing a transformation from Ωq to Ωq`δq, given by

Vq,δqpx, yq “
ˆ

0
1´y

1´qpxq δqpxq

˙
.

Differentiating the expression (14) along direction δq, one obtains

j1pqqpδqq “ 2p∇ru, ∇ĂδuqΩq
`

ż

Ωq

|∇ru|2Vq,δq ¨ n dΓ`

` 2αpq2, δq2qI ` 2β

ˆż

I

qpxqdx ´ V

˙ ż

I

δqpxqdx.

In order to make the dependence of j1pqqpδqq on δq completely explicit, we introduce the adjoint
state prz, rsq, solution of the following adjoint problem:

$
’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%

´divpν∇rzq ` ηrz ` ∇rs “ ´2∆ru, in Ωq,

div rz “ 0, in Ωq,

´νBnrz ` rsn “ ´2Bnru, on Γ1,

´νBnrzx “ ´νBnrzx ` rs nx “ ´2Bnrux, rzy “ 0, on Γ2,

rz “ 0, on Γq Y Γ3.

(16)

Using both problems (15) and (16), and exploiting integration by parts and changes of variable
from Ωq to Ω0, and from Γ0 to I, we can prove the following result (see, e.g., [15]):

Lemma 1.9. Given the functional jpqq defined as in (8), its Gateaux-derivative in q along direction
δq is given by

j1pqqpδqq “ 2αpq2, δq2qI ` pΨpqq, δqqI @q P Qad, δq P δQ,
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where Ψpqq : I Ñ R is defined as

Ψpqqpxq “ 2β

ˆż

I

qptqdt ´ V

˙
`

` r∇ruDT ´1

q DT ´T
q nspx, qpxqq ¨ rpν∇z ´ ruqDT ´1

q DT ´T
q nspx, qpxqq.

2. A priori error estimates

In this section, we aim at deriving some a priori estimates for the numerical discretization error
of the main quantities involved in our problem, namely the control function q, the state variable
Spqq and the reduced cost functional jpqq.

At first, we are going to discuss some differentiability properties of the state solution operator
S, under suitable assumptions. Then, we will introduce a discretization on the control space and
derive corresponding error estimates. Afterwards, the discretization of the state problem will be
studied. Finally, we will derive a convergence result for the complete shape optimization problem.

2.1. Solution operator properties

In order to provide some differentiability properties for the state solution operator and the cost
functional, we begin by considering the following generalization of the Implicit Function Theorem
to Banach spaces:

Theorem 2.1 ( [22, Theorem 3.3]). Let F P CkpXad ˆ Y, Zq, k ě 1, where Y and Z are Banach
spaces and Xad is an open subset of Banach space X. Suppose that Fpx˚, y˚q “ 0 and F 1

ypx˚, y˚q
is continuously invertible. Then there exist neighbourhoods Θ of x˚ in X, Φ of y˚ in Y and a map
g P CkpΘ, Y q such that Fpx, gpyqq “ 0 for all x P Θ. Furthermore, F px, yq “ 0 for px, yq P Θ ˆ Φ
implies y “ gpxq.

As a direct consequence, we can prove the following result:

Corollary 2.2. Let the following assumptions hold:

η, ν P C2ppΩq, f P rC2ppΩqs2.

Then, the solution operator S is at least twice continuously Fréchet-differentiable.

Proof. It is enough to use Theorem 2.1, with X “ H2pIq X H1
0 pIq, Y “ V ˆ P, Z “ Y ˚, the open

set Xad “ intpQadq and the map F : Xad ˆ Y Ñ Z such that

Fpq; u, pq “
ˆ

apqqpu, ¨q ` bpqqp¨, pq ´ F pqqp¨q
bpqqpu, ¨q ´ Gpqqp¨q

˙
for any q P intpQadq, u P V, p P P.

The regularity of the map is a consequence of the regularity of the forms involved in its definition.
It is easy to check that the operator S corresponds to the map g defined in Theorem 2.1, hence
the regularity result for g holds for S as well. �

Now, let us preliminarily collect some properties of the map Tq.

Proposition 2.3. Given q P Qad, the maps defined in Remark 1.3, depending on Tq and its
derivatives, satisfy the following inequalities, for any admissible variation δq P δQ:

(1) }γ1
q,δq}8 “ }divpVδqq}8 ď c}δq}L8pIq ď c̄}δq}H1pIq,

(2) }Vδq}8 ď c}δq}H1pIq,
(3) }cofpDVδqq}8 “ }DVδq}8 ď c}δq}H2pIq,
(4) divpcofpDVδqqq “ p0, 0qT ,

(5) }A1
q,δq}8 ď c}δq}H2pIq,

(6) }divpA1
q,δqq}8 ď c}δq}H2pIq,

(7) }A1
q,δq}2 ď c}δq}H1pIq,

(8) }A2
q,δq,δq}8 ď c}δq}2

H2pIq,
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where the constants c and c are independent of q and δq.

Proof. The result simply follows from direct computation and the application of the Fundamental
Theorem of Calculus. �

The differentiability properties of the solution operator S are characterized in the following
result.

Theorem 2.4. The first and second variations of the solution operator S along the directions
δq, τq P Qad are defined as follows:

(1) S1pqqpδqq “ pδu, δpq P V ˆ P , where pδu, δpq is the solution of

#
apqqpδu, vq ` bpqqpv, δpq “ 9F pq, δqqpvq ´ 9apq, δqqpu, vq ´ 9bpq, δqqpv, pq @ v P V,

bpqqpδu, πq “ 9Gpq, δqqpπq ´ 9bpq, δqqpu, πq @ π P P.
(17)

(2) S2pqqpδq, τqq “ pτδu, τδpq P V ˆ P , where pτδu, τδpq is the solution of

$
’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%

apqqpτδu, vq ` bpqqpv, τδpq “
“ :F pq, δq, τqqpvq ´ :apq, δq, τqqpu, vq ´ :bpq, δq, τqqpv, pq`
´ 9apq, δqqpτu, vq ´ 9bpq, δqqpv, τpq ´ 9apq, τqqpδu, vq ´ 9bpq, τqqpv, δpq

@ v P V,

bpqqpτδu, πq “ :Gpq, δq, τqqpπq ´ :bpq, δq, τqqpu, πq`
´ 9bpq, δqqpτu, πq ´ 9bpq, τqqpδu, πq

@ π P P,

(18)

with pτu, τpq “ S1pqqpτqq.

The forms and functionals employed in (17) and (18) are defined as follows:

9F pq, δqqpvq “
ż

Ω0

`
γ1

q,δqf q ¨ v ` γq∇f qVδq ¨ v
˘

dΩ ´ 9apq, δqqpRgD, vq,

9Gpq, δqqpπq “ ´9bpq, δqqpRgD, πq,

9apq, δqqpu, vq “
ż

Ω0

“`
γq∇ηq ¨ Vδq ` ηqγ1

q,δq

˘
u ¨ v `

` ∇νq ¨ Vδqtrp∇uAq∇vT q ` νqtrp∇uA1
q,δq∇vT q

‰
dΩ,

9bpq, δqqpv, πq “ ´
ż

Ω0

π∇v ¨ cofpDVδqq dΩ,

:F pq, δq, τqqpvq “
ż

Ω0

rγ2
q,δqτqf q ¨ v ` γ1

q,δq∇f qVτq ¨ v ` γ1
q,τq∇f qVδq ¨ v`

` γqp r∇2f qVτq ` ∇f qDVτqqVδq ¨ vsdΩ ´ :apq, δqqpRgD, vq,
:Gpq, δq, τqqpπq “ ´:bpq, δq, τqqpv, πq “ 0,

:apq, δq, τqqpu, vq “
ż

Ω0

trγ1
q,τq∇ηq ¨ Vδq ` p∇2ηqVτq ` DV T

τq∇ηqq ¨ Vδqγq`

` ηqγ2
q,δq,τqqu ¨ v ` γ1

q,δq∇ηq ¨ Vτqsu ¨ v`
` p∇2νq Vδq ` DV T

τq∇νqq ¨ Vδq trp∇uAq∇vT q`
` ∇νq ¨ Vδq trp∇uA1

q,τq∇vT q ` νq trp∇uA2
q,δq,τq∇vT q`

` ∇νq ¨ Vτq trp∇uA1
q,δq∇vT qudΩ,

:bpq, δq, τqqpv, πq “ 0,
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with the differential operator r∇2 acting as
´

r∇2
ϕ

¯
ijk

“
`
∇2ϕi

˘
kj

and the over-signed dots denoting

the partial Gateaux derivative w.r.t. the control q. Moreover, the following stability results hold:

}Spqq}V ˆP ď c,

}S1pqqpδqq}V ˆP ď c}δq}H2pIq,

}S2pqqpδq, δqq}V ˆP ď c}δq}2

H2pIq,

(19)

provided that the data satisfy the following regularity requirements:

η, ν P W 2,8ppΩq, f P rH1ppΩqs2.

Proof. The weak problems defined in (17)-(18) can directly be obtained by differentiating the state
problem (7) w.r.t. q. The stability results (19) follow from classical well-posedness results for
saddle-point problems (see, e.g., [16]), combined with Proposition 2.3 (see [15] for details). �

Remark 2.5. We observe that the first derivative of the solution operator, S1pqqpδqq “ pδu, δpq,
is the transformation of the shape derivative pĂδu, Ăδp q introduced in (15), since one can prove that

δu “ Ăδu ˝ Tq, δp “ Ăδp ˝ Tq.

Hinging upon Theorem 2.4, we are now ready to compute the derivatives of j, as follows:

jpqq “ p∇u Aq, ∇uq ` α}q2}2

I ` β

ˆż

I

qpxqdx ´ V

˙2

, (20a)

j1pqqpδqq “ p∇u A1
q,δq, ∇uq ` 2p∇δu Aq, ∇uq ` 2αpδq2, q2qI`

` 2β

ˆż

I

qpxqdx ´ V

˙ ż

I

δqpxqdx,
(20b)

j2pqqpδq, τqq “ p∇u A2
q,δq,τq

, ∇uq ` 2p∇τu A1
q,δq ` ∇δu A1

q,τq, ∇uq`
` 2p∇δu Aq, ∇τuq ` 2p∇τδu Aq, ∇uq`

` 2αpδq2, τq2qI ` 2β

ż

I

δqpxqdx

ż

I

τqpxqdx,

(20c)

where u, δu, τu, τδu are the same as in Theorem 2.4. The continuity of the derivatives is an easy
consequence of the regularity and symmetry of the matrix Aq and its derivatives.

2.2. Control discretization

Let tIi “ pxi´1, xiquN
i“1

be a partition of the domain I, with discretization parameter σ “
maxiPt1,...,Nu |Ii|. We can then define the discrete controls set as

Qad
σ “ Qad X Qσ, with Qσ “ tq P C0pIq : q|Ii

P P4pIiq, i P t1, . . . , Nuu.

The semi-discretized optimization problem reads as follows

min
qσPQad

σ

jpqσq “ Jpqσ, rSpqσqq. (21)

As Qad Ě Qad
σ , the minimization problem (21) inherits the existence and regularity properties

holding for the original continuous optimization problem (8).
Let us denote by Π4

σ : L2pIq Ñ Qσ the classical polynomial interpolation operator and notice that
Π4

σpQadq Ď Qad
σ . Standard interpolation error estimates hold (see e.g. [6]): for r ě 1, 0 ď m ď r`1,

it holds that

|q ´ Πr
σq|HmpIq ď cσr`1´m|q|Hr`1pIq @q P Hr`1pIq. (22)

In this section, we aim at proving the following convergence result:
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Proposition 2.6. Let q P Qad be the exact solution of (8), and qσ the solution of the partially
discretized problem (21). Then, assuming that the optimal control q belongs to H5pIq, the following
convergence error estimate holds:

}q ´ qσ}H3pIq ď cσ2|q|H5pIq.

Remark 2.7. We observe that Proposition 2.6 needs the optimal control q to be in H5pIq. To
achieve this regularity, there is no need to re-define the admissible controls set Qad, but it is suffi-
cient to assume the validity of a regularity result for the classical Stokes problem. This assumption
and the proof of the needed regularity on q are reported in Appendix A.

In order to prove Proposition 2.6, we need to collect some preliminary results that will be derived
under the following two assumptions, already employed in [22].

Assumption 2.8 ( [22, Assumption 1.5]). For the optimal solution q of problem (8), the constraint
q ď 1 ´ ε is not active, i.e.

Dδ ą 0 such that qpxq ď 1 ´ ε ´ δ @x P I.

Assumption 2.9 ( [22, Assumption 3.1]). For any local minimum q, we have

j2pqqpδq, δqq ą 0 @δq P δQzt0u.

We start by proving some regularity results for the solution operator S and its derivatives.

Lemma 2.10. Let S be the solution operator of the transformed Stokes problem (7). If there exists
some k ą 0 such that data functions fulfill the regularity requests

η, ν P CkppΩq, f P rCkppΩqs2,

then S is at least k times continuously Fréchet differentiable.

Proof. The proof is the same as in Corollary 2.2, simply applying the Implicit Function Theorem
in the form presented in Theorem 2.1. �

Based on the previous result, we can prove the following:

Lemma 2.11. Let k P N and let data functions fulfill the following regularity requests:

η, ν P Ck`1ppΩq, f P rCk`1ppΩqs2.

Then, for any q, r P Qad and δq1, δq2, . . . , δqk P δQ, the following inequalities hold:

}Spiqpqqpδq1, . . . , δqiq´Spiqprqpδq1, . . . , δqiq}V ˆP ď c}q´r}H2pIq

iź

j“1

}δqj}H2pIq, for i “ 0, . . . , k.

Proof. Let q and r be two control functions in Qad and δq, τq admissible control variations. Ap-
plying Lemma 2.10 under the hypotheses of the present Lemma, we get

S P Ck`1pintpQadq; V ˆ P q.

Let us consider k “ 0. As S P C1, given the control functions q, r P Qad, the Mean Value Theorem
ensures that

Dξ P Qad such that Spqq ´ Sprq “ S1pξqpq ´ rq.
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Being the Fréchet derivative S1pξq a linear operator on the control variation, its continuity is
equivalent to its boundedness, thus we get

}Spqq ´ Sprq}V ˆP “ }S1pξqpq ´ rq}V ˆP ď c}q ´ r}H2pIq.

In the general case k ą 0, for each i P t0, . . . , ku there exists ξi P Qad such that

Spiqpqq ´ Spiqprq “ Spi`1qpξiqpq ´ rq, (23)

where we remark that (23) is an equality between linear operators belonging to Li :“ L pδQi; V ˆ
P q. Observing that Spi`1qpξiq P Li`1, we can proceed as before to obtain

}Spiqpqqpδq1, . . . , δqiq ´ Spiqprqpδq1, . . . , δqiq}V ˆP “

“ }Spiqpqq ´ Spiqprq}Li

iź

j“1

}δqi}H2pIq “ }Spi`1qpξiqpq ´ rq}Li

iź

j“1

}δqi}H2pIq ď

ď }Spi`1qpξiq}Li`1
}q ´ r}H2pIq

iź

j“1

}δqi}H2pIq.

Since Spi`1q is continuous, it is also bounded, so there exists a constant c ą 0 such that
}Spi`1qpξq}Li`1

ď c for all ξ P δQ. Hence the proof is complete.
�

The continuity of the solution operator S directly implies the continuity of the functional j, as
stated in the following result.

Lemma 2.12. For any q, r P Qad and any δq P H2pIq X H1
0 pIq, it holds that

(a) |jpqq ´ jprq| ď c}q ´ r}H2pIq,
(b) |j1pqqpδqq ´ j1prqpδqq| ď c}q ´ r}H2pIq}δq}H2pIq,
(c) |j2pqqpδq, δqq ´ j2prqpδq, δqq| ď c}q ´ r}H2pIq}δq}2

H2pIq.

Proof. Let us fix q, r P Qad. To simplify the notation, let Spqq “ pu, pq and Sprq “ pz, sq. As the
proofs of (a)-(c) are similar, we focus on (c), highlighting the most technical parts.
Bearing in mind the expression of j2 (see (20c)), we first focus on the following term:

|
`
∇uA2

q,δq,δq, ∇u
˘

´
`
∇zA2

r,δq,δq, ∇z
˘

| “
“ |

`
p∇u ´ ∇zqA2

q,δq,δq, ∇u ` ∇z
˘

`
`
∇zpA2

q,δq,δq ´ A2
r,δq,δqq, ∇z

˘
| ď

ď }A2
q,δq,δq}8 p}∇u} ` }∇z}q }∇u ´ ∇z} ` }∇z}2}A2

q,δq,δq ´ A2
r,δq,δq}8 ď

ď c}δq}2

H2pIq,

where the state variables have been bounded using Lemmas 1.7 and 2.4, while }A2
q,δq,δq}8 has been

handed employing Proposition 2.3.
Using the same results, it is easy to bound also the following term:

|
`
∇δu A1

q,δq, ∇u
˘

´
´

∇δz A1
rδq

, ∇z
¯

| “

“ |
`
p∇δu ´ ∇δzqA1

q,δq, ∇u
˘

`
`
∇δzpA1

q,δq ´ A1
r,δqq, ∇u

˘
`

`
∇δz A1

r,δq, ∇u ´ ∇z
˘

|.

All the other terms entering in j2 can be treated in a similar way, to get (c). �

The results stated so far are sufficient to prove the following coercivity result on j.

Lemma 2.13. If q is a local solution of (8), fulfilling Assumption 2.9, then there exist δ1, δ2 ą 0
such that, if }q ´ r}H2pIq ď δ1 for r P Qad, then

j2prqpδq, δqq ě δ2

2
}δq}2

H3pIq @δq P Qad.
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The proof of Lemma 2.13 is the same as in [22, Lemma 3.14], replacing H2pIq with H3pIq and
provided two more intermediate results, reported in Appendix B.

Now, we are ready to conclude this section with the proof of Proposition 2.6.

Proof (Proposition 2.6). The Mean Value Theorem and Lemma 2.13 imply the existence of some
t P r0, 1s such that, for ξ “ t Π4

σq ` p1 ´ tqqσ, we have

δ2

2
}Π4

σq ´ qσ}2

H3pIq ď j2pξqpΠ4

σq ´ qσ, Π4

σq ´ qσq “

“ j1pΠ4

σqqpΠ4

σq ´ qσq ´ j1pqσqpΠ4

σq ´ qσq “
a“ j1pΠ4

σqqpΠ4

σq ´ qσq ´ j1pqqpΠ4

σq ´ qσq ď
b

ď c}q ´ Π4

σq}H3pIq}Π4

σq ´ qσ}H3pIq ď
c

ď c σ2}q}H5pIq}Π4

σq ´ qσ}H3pIq,

(24)

where we used:

(a) j1pqqpΠ4
σq ´ qσq “ j1pqσqpΠ4

σq ´ qσq “ 0, due to Assumption 2.8 and then the first order
optimal condition;

(b) point b of Lemma 2.12 and the fact that } ¨ }H2pIq ď } ¨ }H3pIq;
(c) the interpolation error estimate (22).

From (24), we obtain

}Πσq ´ qσ}H3pIq ď cσ2}q}H5pIq.

Finally, triangular inequality gives the thesis. �

2.3. State discretization

Let Th be a regular triangulation of Ω0, with discretization parameter h “ max
KPTh

|K|. We can
thus introduce the finite element spaces

Xr
hpΩ0q “ tϕ P C0pΩ0q : ϕ|K P PrpKq @K P Thu,

Vh “ V X rX2

hpΩ0qs2,

Ph “ P X X1

hpΩ0q,
(25)

where PrpKq is the space of polynomials on K having degree less than or equal to r.
Passing from the continuous to the discrete case, the variational forms involved in problem (7)

preserve all their properties, with discrete inf-sup condition ensured by the following:

Proposition 2.14 (LBB condition). There exists a positive constant β such that

@πh P Ph Dvh P Vh : bpqqpvh, πhq ě β}∇vh}}πh}, (26)

and β is independent from q P Qad and from h P r0, phs, for a certain ph ą 0.

Proof. From FEM approximation of Stokes problem [16], we know that pair pVh, Phq is stable, i.e.

there exists a constant pβ ą 0 such that

@πh P Ph Dvh P Vh : bp0qpvh, πhq ě pβ}∇vh}}πh}, (27)

with pβ independent from h P r0, phs.
In order to show that such discrete spaces fulfill inf-sup condition also for the transformed form

bpqq, one can just follow the steps presented in section 1.2, with constant pβ from (27). Indeed, no
assumptions on the spaces V, P have been made there, apart from the validity of inf-sup condition
for bp0q. �
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The finite element discretization of (7) reads as follows:

Find puh, phq P Vh ˆ Ph, such that
#

apqσqpuh, vhq ` bpqσqpvh, phq “ F pqσqpvhq @ vh P Vh,

bpqσqpuh, πhq “ Gpqσqpπhq @ πh P Ph.

(28)

The well-posedness of (28) stems from the validity of (26).
The discrete state solution operator, resulting from problem (28), and the corresponding discrete

cost functional, are defined as

Sh : Qad Ñ Vh ˆ Ph, with Shpqq “ puh, phq, jh : Qad Ñ R, with jpqq “ Jpq, Shpqq ˝ T ´1

q q,

whereas the fully discretized shape optimization problem can be written as

min
qσPQad

σ

jhpqσq “ Jpqσ, Shpqσq ˝ T ´1

qσ
q.

For future use, it is useful to explicitly write the problems defining the derivatives of Sh:

(1) S1
hpqqpδqq “ pδuh, δphq P Vh ˆ Ph, where pδuh, δphq is the solution of

$
’’&
’’%

apqqpδuh, vhq`bpqqpvh, δphq “ 9F pq, δqqpvhq`
´ 9apq, δqqpuh, vhq ´ 9bpq, δqqpvh, phq @ vh P Vh,

bpqqpδuh, πhq “ 9Gpq, δqqpπhq ´ 9bpq, δqqpuh, πhq @ πh P Ph.

(29)

(2) S2
hpqqpδq, τqq “ pτδuh, τδphq P Vh ˆ Ph, where pτδuh, τδphq is the solution of

$
’’’’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’’’’%

apqqpτδuh, vhq ` bpqqpvh, τδphq “
“ :F pq, δq, τqqpvhq ´ :apq, δq, τqqpuh, vhq ´ :bpq, δq, τqqpvh, phq`

´ 9apq, δqqpτuh, vhq ´ 9bpq, δqqpvh, τphq`
´ 9apq, τqqpδuh, vhq ´ 9bpq, τqqpvh, δphq @ vh P Vh,

bpqqpτδuh, πhq “ :Gpq, δq, τqqpπhq ´ :bpq, δq, τqqpuh, πhq`
´ 9bpq, δqqpτuh, πhq ´ 9bpq, τqqpδuh, πhq @ πh P Ph,

(30)

with pτuh, τphq “ S1
hpqqpτqq.

Like in the previous section, in order to study the convergence of the discrete quantities to their
continuous counterparts, we introduce projection operators onto the discrete spaces. Since there
will be no room for misunderstanding, to avoid redundant notation, all of them will be indicated
by the same symbol Πr

h, never minding if returning functions in Vh, Ph, or Vh ˆ Ph.
Referring to Xr

h, the following interpolation estimate is known (see e.g. [29], section 3.4.2), for
r ě 1, m “ 0, 1:

|ϕ ´ Πr
hϕ|HmpΩ0q ď chr`1´m|ϕ|Hr`1pΩ0q. (31)

The particular choice of P2 ´ P1 couple in the spaces defined in (25), leads us to assume the
following regularity for the state variables and their shape derivatives:

Assumption 2.15. For any q P Qad, δq P δQ, any of Spqq, S1pqqpδqq, S2pqqpδq, δqq belong to
rH3pΩ0qs2 ˆ H2pΩ0q and the following inequalities hold:

}Spqq}rH3pΩ0qs2ˆH2pΩ0q “ }u}rH3pΩ0qs2 ` }p}H2pΩ0q ď c1,

}S1pqqpδqq}rH3pΩ0qs2ˆH2pΩ0q “ }δu}rH3pΩ0qs2 ` }δp}H2pΩ0q ď c2}δq}H3pIq,

}S2pqqpδq, δqq}rH3pΩ0qs2ˆH2pΩ0q “ }δδu}rH3pΩ0qs2 ` }δδp}H2pΩ0q ď c3}δq}2

H3pIq.

Remark 2.16. In Appendix A we prove (Theorem A.5) the validity of Assumption 2.15, that
involves suitable regularity assumptions on data of Stokes problem.
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Assumption 2.15, together with (31), yields the following estimate:

}u ´ Π2

hu}V ` }p ´ Π1

hp}P ď c1h2,

}δu ´ Π2

hδu}V ` }δp ´ Π1

hδp}P ď c2h2}δq}H3pIq,

}δδu ´ Π2

hδδu}V ` }δδp ´ Π1

hδδp}P ď c3h2}δq}2

H3pIq,

(32)

which are crucial to obtain the following convergence result.

Remark 2.17. Under regularity Assumption 2.15, one can afford the optimal convergence rate
for P2 ´ P1 discretization: lower regularity of the state variables would lead to a lower order on h

in (32).

The interpolation error estimates are once again the basis upon which we build our convergence
result, which reads as follows:

Lemma 2.18. For any qσ P Qad
σ , δq P δQ, the following convergence estimates hold:

(a) }Spqσq ´ Shpqσq}V ˆP ď ch2,

(b) }S1pqσqpδqq ´ S1
hpqσqpδqq}V ˆP ď ch2}δq}H3pIq,

(c) }S2pqσqpδq, δqq ´ S2
hpqσqpδq, δqq}V ˆP ď ch2}δq}2

H3pIq.

Proof. Since the discrete problems (28)-(30) fulfill the same properties as the continuous ones, we
have that Theorem 2.4 on the boundedness of the continuous solution operator S is true also for
the discrete operator Sh and its derivatives. Hinging upon this result and Assumption 2.15, we fix
some qσ P Qad

σ , δq P δQ and proceed according to the following steps.
We first prove (a). From [16] and the independence of the continuity, coercivity and LBB

constants from qσ and h, we can obtain the classical convergence result for a saddle-point problem,
i.e.,

}Spqσq ´ Shpqσq}V ˆP ď cp}u ´ Π2

hu}V ` }p ´ Π1

hp}P q ď ch2,

with the last inequalities exploiting interpolation error estimate (32).
We now proceed to prove (b). We set pu, pq “ Spqq, pδu, δpq “ S1pqqpδqq, pδδu, δδpq “

S2pqqpδq, δqq, with subscript ¨h denoting the correspondent discrete quantities, and we introduce
the “intermediate derivative” pδpuh, δpphq, solution in Vh ˆ Ph of the following problem: 4

$
’’&
’’%

apqqpδpuh, vhq ` bpqqpvh, δpphq “ 9F pq, δqqpvhq`
´ 9apq, δqqpu, vhq ´ 9bpq, δqqpvh, pq @ vh P Vh,

bpqqpδpuh, πhq “ 9Gpq, δqqpπhq ´ 9bpq, δqqpuh, πhq @ πh P Ph.

(33)

Thanks to (33), we can separate the error due to the discretization of the problem on S1pqqpδqq
from the one that is inherited from the discretization of Spqq. Using triangular inequality yields

}S1pqqpδqq ´ S1
hpqqpδqq}V ˆP ď

ď }S1pqqpδqq ´ pδpuh, δpphq}V ˆP ` }pδpuh, δpphq ´ S1
hpqqpδqq}V ˆP “

“ }δu ´ δpuh}V ` }δpuh ´ δuh}V ` }δp ´ δpph}P ` }δpph ´ δph}P .

(34)

Considering the first term in (34), we have that, for any wh P Vh,

αc}∇δu ´ ∇δpuh}2 ď apqσqpδu ´ δpuh, δu ´ δpuhq “
“ apqσqpδu ´ δpuh, δu ´ whq ` apqσqpδu ´ δpuh, wh ´ δpuhq “
“ apqσqpδu ´ δpuh, δu ´ whq ´ bpqσqpwh ´ δpuh, δp ´ δpphq,

(35)

4The problem here introduced is a combination of problem (17) for S1pqσqpδqq and its discrete counterpart (29):

we solve a discrete problem in spaces Vh, Ph, with the first equation being the same as in (17), and the second one
as in (29).
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with the equality holding thanks to the fact that the first equations in (17) and (33) share the same
right-hand side. Since (35) holds for every wh P Vh, it still holds if we take the infimum w.r.t. wh.
For the first term of the right-hand side we get

inf
whPVh

apqσqpδu ´ δpuh, δu ´ whq ď apqσqpδu ´ δpuh, δu ´ Πhδuq ď

ď M}∇δu ´ ∇δpuh}}∇δu ´ ∇ Πhδu} ď ch2M}∇δu ´ ∇δpuh}}δq}H3pIq,
(36)

where we employed the interpolation error estimate (32) and the boundedness of }δu}H2pIq (due
to Assumption 2.15). Instead, taking wh “ δpuh in the second term yields

inf
whPVh

r´bpqσqpwh ´ δpuh, δp ´ δpphqs ď 0. (37)

Using (36) and (37) in (38) and dividing both sides by αc}∇δu ´ ∇δpuh}, we eventually obtain

}∇δu ´ ∇δpuh} ď c
M

αc

h2}δq}H3pIq. (38)

The second term in (34) can be estimated using the problems (28) and (33), fulfilled by δuh, δpuh,
together with the coercivity of a and the continuity of the forms involved in such problems. We
can thus obtain:

αc}∇δpuh ´ ∇δuh}2 ď apqσqpδpuh ´ δuh, δpuh ´ δuhq “
“ ´ 9apqσ, δqqpu ´ uh, δpuh ´ δuhq ´ 9bpqσ, δqqpδpuh ´ δuh, p ´ phq`

´ bpqσqpδpuh ´ δuh, δpph ´ δphq ď
ď c}δq}H2pIqp}∇u ´ ∇uh} ` }p ´ ph}q}∇δpuh ´ ∇δuh},

(39)

where the last inequality holds because bpqσqpδpuh, πhq “ bpqσqpδuh, πhq @πh P Ph. After dividing
by }∇δpuh ´ ∇δuh} both sides of (39), the right-hand side can be controlled as in the first point of
the present Lemma, leading to

}∇δpuh ´ ∇δuh} ď ch2}δq}H3pIq. (40)

Now we have to deal with pressure error terms in (34): taking a generic πh P Ph, the first term
can be split as follows:

}δp ´ δph} ď }δp ´ πh} ` }πh ´ δpph}. (41)

We remark that, since inequality (41) holds for any πh P Ph, it holds also taking the infimum w.r.t.
πh. The infimum of the first term is directly controlled by ch2}δq}H2pIq thanks to the interpolation
error estimate (32) and the boundedness of }δp}H2pΩ0q asserted in Theorem A.5. The second term
goes to zero when passing to the infimum, since δph P Ph.

Finally, for the last term in (34) we exploit LBB condition (26) and proceed as follows:

}δpph ´ δph} ď sup
vhPVh

bpqσqpvh, δpph ´ δphq
pβ}∇vh}

“

“ sup
vhPVh

´ 9apqσ, δqqpu ´ uh, vhq ´ 9bpqσ, δqqpvh, p ´ phq ´ apqσqpδpuh ´ δuh, vhq
pβ}∇vh}

ď

ď 1

pβ
“
c}δq}H2pIq p}∇u ´ ∇uh} ` }p ´ ph}q ` M}∇δpuh ´ ∇δuh}

‰
.

From estimate (40) and point (a) of the present lemma, we get the desired bound, i.e. ch2}δq}H3pIq.
Collecting the estimates for the four terms in (34) yields the validity of point (b).

Finally, we prove (c), employing the regularity result for S2pqqpδq, δqq given at the third point
of Assumption 2.15. The only difference from the previous point is the “intermediate derivative”
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pδδquh, δδqphq P Vh ˆ Ph, defined as the solution of the following problem:

$
’’’’’’’&
’’’’’’’%

apqqpδδquh, vhq ` bpqqpvh, δδqphq “
“ :F pq, δq, δqqpvhq ´ :apq, δq, δqqpu, vhq ´ :bpq, δq, δqqpvh, pq`
´ 2 9apq, δqqpδu, vhq ´ 2 9bpq, δqqpvh, δpq

@ vh P Vh,

bpqqpδδquh, πhq “ :Gpq, δq, δqqpπhq ´ :bpq, δq, δqqpuh, πhq`
´ 2 9bpq, δqqpδuh, πhq

@ πh P Ph.

All the previous steps performed to estimate S1 ´ S1
h can be easily adapted to the present context.

�

A direct consequence of the previous lemma is the following convergence result for the discrete
functional.

Lemma 2.19. @qσ P Qad
σ , δq P δQ it holds

(a) |jpqσq ´ jhpqσq| ď ch2,

(b) |j1pqσqpδqq ´ j1
hpqσqpδqq| ď ch2}δq}H3pIq,

(c) |j2pqσqpδq, δqq ´ j2
hpqσqpδq, δqq| ď ch2}δq}2

H3pIq.

Proof. Let us fix a qσ P Qad
σ , δq P δQ and define pu, pq “ Spqσq, pδu, δpq “ S1pqσqpδqq, pδδu, δδpq “

S2pqσqpδq, δqq.
Let us first prove (a). It it easy to show that the following holds

|jpqσq ´ jhpqσq| “ |pp∇u ´ ∇uhq Aq, ∇u ` ∇uhq| ď
ď }Aq}8p}∇u} ` }∇uh}q}∇u ´ ∇uh} ď ch2,

where the last inequality employs the boundedness of Aq, ∇u, ∇uh and Lemma 2.18.
Now we prove (b), according to the following steps:

|j1pqσqpδqq ´ j1
hpqσqpδqq| ď |pp∇u ´ ∇uhq A1

q,δq, ∇u ` ∇uhq|`
` 2|pp∇δu ´ ∇δuhq Aq, ∇uq| ` 2|p∇δuh Aq, ∇u ´ ∇uhq| ď

ď ch2}δq}H3pIq.

Indeed, it holds }A1
q,δq}8 ď c}δq}H2pIq (see Proposition 2.3) while }∇u} and }∇δuh} are controlled

thanks to the continuous and discrete versions of Theorem 2.4, and the discretization error terms
are bounded through Lemma 2.18.

Finally, we prove (c), as follows:

|j2pqσqpδq, δqq ´ j2
hpqσqpδq, δqq| ď |pp∇u ´ ∇uhq A2

q,δq,δq, ∇u ` ∇uhq|`
` 4|pp∇δu ´ ∇δuhq A1

q,δq, ∇uq| ` 4|p∇δuh A1
q,δq, ∇u ´ ∇uhq|`

` 2|pp∇δu ´ ∇δuhq Aq, ∇δu ` ∇δuhq|`
` 2|pp∇δδu ´ ∇δδuhq Aq, ∇uq| ` 2|p∇δδuh Aq, ∇u ´ ∇uhq|.

To bound the terms not involving δδu and δδuh, one can employ Proposition 2.3 to handle the
matrix terms, together with similar techniques already used to prove (a) and (b). To bound the last
two terms, we have to apply Lemma 2.18, point c, and Theorem A.5 in order to provide estimates for
}∇δδu ´ ∇δδuh} and }∇δδuh}. �

Finally, collecting the previous results, we can prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.20 (A priori convergence estimates). Let Assumptions 2.8, 2.9 and 2.15 hold. Then,
denoted by q a local solution of (8), there exists a sequence tqσ,huσ,hą0 of local optimal solution of
the discrete problem

min
qσPQad

σ

jhpqσq, (42)
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such that

}q ´ qσ,h}H3pIq “ Opσ2 ` h2q,
}Spqq ´ Shpqσ,hq}V ˆP “ Opσ2 ` h2q,

|jpqq ´ jhpqσ,hq| “ Opσ2 ` h2q.

Proof. Let qσ, qσ,h denote the optimal controls for the semi-discrete problem (21) and the fully
discretized problem (42), respectively. The Mean Value Theorem ensures the existence of t P p0, 1q
such that, with ξ “ tqσ ` p1 ´ tqqσ,h, we have

j1
hpqσqpδqσq ´ j1

hpqσ,hqpδqσq “ j2
hpξqpδqσ, qσ ´ qσ,hq. (43)

Applying Lemma 2.13 and taking qσ ´ qσ,h as a variation, we get:

δ2

2
}qσ ´ qσ,h}2

H3pIq ď j2pξqpqσ ´ qσ,h, qσ ´ qσ,hq ď

ď j2
hpξqpqσ ´ qσ,h, qσ ´ qσ,hq`

` |j2pξqpqσ ´ qσ,h, qσ ´ qσ,hq ´ j2
hpξqpqσ ´ qσ,h, qσ ´ qσ,hq| ď

ď j1
hpqσqpqσ ´ qσ,hq ´ j1

hpqσ,hqpqσ ´ qσ,hq ` c1h2}qσ ´ qσ,h}2

H3pIq,

(44)

where the last inequality is obtained by (43) and Lemma 2.19(c). Using the fact that j1
hpqσ,hqpqσ ´

qσ,hq “ j1pqσqpqσ ´ qσ,hq “ 0 in the right-hand side of (44) and then applying Lemma 2.19(b), we
obtain:

δ2

2
}qσ ´ qσ,h}2

H2pIq ď j1
hpqσqpqσ ´ qσ,hq ´ j1pqσqpqσ ´ qσ,hq ` c1h2}qσ ´ qσ,h}2

H3pIq ď

ď c2h2}qσ ´ qσ,h}H3pIq ` c1h2}qσ ´ qσ,h}2

H3pIq.

Therefore, for sufficiently small h, i.e. for

h ď
ˆ

δ2

2c1

˙1{2

,

the following convergence error estimate holds:

}q ´ qσ,h}H3pIq ď }q ´ qσ}H3pIq ` }qσ ´ qσ,h}H3pIq “ Opσ2 ` h2q.

This result yields the second point of thesis, since

}Spqq ´ Shpqσ,hq}V ˆP ď }Spqq ´ Spqσ,hq}V ˆP ` }Spqσ,hq ´ Shpqσ,hq}V ˆP , (45)

and the desired estimate for Sh follows from applying Lemmas 2.11 and 2.18 to the two terms at
right-hand side of (45). An analogous argument, using Lemmas 2.12 and 2.19, yields the estimate
for jh. �

3. Numerical results

In this section, we present two sets of numerical results. The numerical implementation has
been carried out basing on the FEniCS project (see [25] and http://fenicsproject.org), and
the optimal solution is obtained iteratively, using the following gradient method [27]:

http://fenicsproject.org
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Given qold from the previous iteration,
set the descent step length ε to the initial value pε ą 0. Then,

(1) solve state and adjoint problems in order to obtain pu, pq, pz, sq
(2) build ∇jpqoldq
(3) project ∇jpqoldq on the set of admissible variations, obtaining G

(4) restrict G on Γ0 and then map it to I, to get g

(5) back-tracking: set qnew “ qold ´ pεg

while jpqnewq ą jpqoldq and ε ą εmin do:
(a) update: qnew “ qold ´ εg

(b) ε “ ε{2

Gradient method iteration

In general, the functional gradient ∇jpqoldq, obtained as in Lemma 1.9, is not an admissible vari-
ation, since one cannot prove the existence of some ε ą 0 such that q “ qold ´ ε∇jpqoldq satisfies

qp0q “ qp1q “ 0.

This is why in the gradient method the projection step (3) is required. The gradient ∇jpqoldq is
projected onto H1

BΩ0zΓ0
pΩ0q solving the following problem:

$
’&
’%

´∆G ` G “ 0, in Ω0,

G “ 0, on BΩ0zΓ0,

´BnG “ ´∇jpqoldq, on Γ0.

Then, step (4) of the algorithm reduces G, defined on Ω0, to a function g belonging to the space
of controls.

The results obtained by the application of the above algorithm to the shape optimization problem
(8) are now presented and discussed. Two different functionals will be considered in the two test
cases.

Remark 3.1. We remark that we use finite element discretization, with P2 ´ P1 pair for state
velocity and pressure and with piecewise linear basis functions for the control. As we will see,
even if the polynomial degree for controls is not as high as assumed in the derivation of a priori
estimates, the numerical results comply the theoretical ones. In these numerical tests, we consider
a unique discretization parameter, i.e. we set σ “ h.

3.1. Test case 1

In this first test case, we take into account the following functional:

rjpqq “
ż

Ωq

|∇ru|2 dΩ ` α

ż

Γq

dΓ ` β

ˆż

I

qpxq dx ´ V

˙2

.

Its counterpart on the pulled-back formulation (7) reads

jpqq “
ż

Ω0

|∇uDT ´1

q |2 dΩ ` α

ż

I

a
1 ` pq1pxqq2 dx ` β

ˆż

I

qpxq dx ´ V

˙2

. (46)

The gradient of this functional is given by

∇jpqq “ r∇uDT ´1

q DT ´T
q ns ¨

“
pν∇z ´ uqDT ´1

q DT ´T
q n

‰
|Γ0

`

´ 2α
q2

1 ` pq1q2
` 2β

ˆż

I

qpxqdx ´ V

˙
.

The regularization term considered in (46) is often used in literature (see, e.g., [11, 26]) and it
consists in the penalization of the perimeter of the moving portion Γq of the domain boundary.
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This new term is simpler to handle than the curvature term }q2}2

L2pIq: indeed, using the original

term would require the introduction of a further adjoint problem, to extract the Riesz representative
in L2pIq of δq ÞÑ pq2, δq2qI . Moreover, the perimeter term can be supposed to generally act in the
same way as the curvature term, since a shorter perimeter corresponds to less oscillations, and vice
versa.

(a) Initial configurations (b) Optimal controls

Figure 2. Independence of the optimal control from the initial configuration, for
α “ 10, β “ 10 000, V “ r0.7 times the initial area of the parabolic cases.

We first analyze the dependence of the optimal solution on the initial configuration. We consid-
ered three different initial solutions, defined by a parabolic function (qpxq “ 0.2r1 ´ 4px ´ 0.5q2s),
a sinusoidal function (qpxq “ 0.1 sinp2πxq2), and the flat function (qpxq ” 0). As shown in Fig. 2,
the optimal control obtained are very close, starting from different initial controls. The final con-
figurations in Fig. 2b are reached in less than 10 iterations, with pε “ 0.1, εmin “ 10´8, and the
reaching of ε ď εmin as the stop criterion on the iterations of the gradient method.

The dependence of the solution on the value of the penalty parameters has also been analyzed,
starting from the parabolic configuration in Fig. 2a. Concerning parameter α, a minimum value has
to be exceeded in order to prevent the gradient method from converging to a local, sub-optimal
minimum. Indeed, Fig. 3a shows that for lower values of α, oscillating controls are found at
the end of the optimization algorithm, though the value of the functional in such configurations
is higher than the ones corresponding to α “ 10, 1000. Moreover, a maximum value must not
be exceeded, otherwise the regularization parameter dominates too much in the total functional
value, leading to a nearly flat optimal control. About parameter β, instead, we only need it to be
greater than a minimum threshold, in order to sufficiently express the volume constraint. Under
these considerations, Fig. 3 shows that the values α “ 10, β “ 10 000, considered in the previous
test, are suitable for a proper expression of the two penalty terms.

(a) Varying α; β “ 0 (b) Varying β; α “ 0

Figure 3. Final controls obtained by the optimization algorithm for different
values of the penalty parameters (jen is the energetic term of the functional j)
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3.2. Test case 2

In this section, we report a numerical convergence analysis, carried out to validate the a priori
error estimates proved in Theorem 2.20. For this purpose, we would like to have an exact solution
as a reference point. To this end, we take into account the following functional:

rjpqq “
ż

Ωq

|∇ru ´ ∇rud|2 dΩ ` α

2

ż

Γq

dΓ,

with its pulled-back counterpart given by

jpqq “
ż

Ω0

p∇u ´ ∇udqAqp∇u ´ ∇udqdΩ ` α

2

ż

I

a
1 ` pq1pxqq2 dx. (47)

The velocity rud is obtained solving the Stokes problem on a domain Ωqd
, identified by the given

control function
qd “ 0.1 ` 0.1 cosp2πpx ´ 0.5qq,

and ud “ rud ˝ T ´1
qd

.
Indeed, if no penalty terms are active, the minimum for this functional is zero, and it is reached

for q “ qd. The functional (47) is a slight generalization of the functional (6), and the theoretical
results presented in the previous sections can be easily generalized to the new functional.

Following the steps of Section 1.3, we can derive an expression for the shape gradient in q:

∇jpqq “ ´2α
q2pxq

1 ` pq1pxqq2
`

` rp∇u ´ ∇udqDT ´1

q DT ´T
q ns ¨

“
pν∇zud

´ u ` udqDT ´1

q DT ´T
q n

‰
,

where zud
is the adjoint velocity variable, solution of a problem obtained from a minimal modifi-

cation of (16), replacing any occurrence of ru with ru ´ rud.

Based on the functional defined in (47), different spatial convergence tests have been carried
out, taking four specific values for perimeter penalty coefficient α, namely α “ 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1.

The results reported in Fig. 4 are in agreement with the a priori estimates of the convergence
error proved in Theorem 2.20, since an approximately quadratic convergence order is obtained, for
a broad spectrum of values of h. However, for h Ñ 0, the graphs in Fig. 4 show a sort of saturation
bending. A reason for this can be found in the stopping criterion of the optimization algorithm
and in the lower bound imposed on the descent step length, that introduce a finite error. This
influence is amplified as α grows, to the point of polluting the convergence behaviour, hence we do
not report results for α ą 1.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have studied a shape optimization problem, namely the minimization of the
total energy dissipation for the low-Reynolds flow of a viscous, incompressible fluid, modeled by
two-dimensional, steady Stokes equations. After the definition of the problem and the admissible
set of control functions, we have reformulated the problem onto a reference domain, by means
of a control-dependent map. The well-posedness of the transformed problem has been inspected,
and particular attention has been devoted to the inf-sup condition for the form bpqq, obtaining a
control-independent lower bound for the inf-sup constant. The existence of an optimal solution has
also been proved, for the minimization problem at hand, and corresponding first order optimality
conditions have been provided.

After the inspection of some differentiability properties of the state solution operator, a FEM
discretization of the problem has been introduced. For this discretization, a priori error estimates
have been derived, showing a quadratic convergence rate. To our best knowledge, this is the
first result about convergence rates obtained for the discretization of Stokes problem in a shape
optimization environment. Numerical tests have been performed to assess the validity of the
theoretical results.
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(a) α “ 0 (b) α “ 0.01

(c) α “ 0.1 (d) α “ 1

Figure 4. Spatial convergence of discrete functional value jhpqh,optq to its refer-
ence value jpqoptq. Each term of the functional is presented w.r.t. its corresponding
term in jpqoptq, which is known for α “ 0, and obtained by Richardson extrapola-
tion for α ‰ 0.

Appendix A. Additional regularity

In this Appendix we want to show a possible way to derive the regularity properties stated in
Assumption 2.15, starting from suitable requests on data and a regularity result on Stokes problem
with mixed boundary conditions.

At first, let us state a preliminary result about the transformation of norms defined on the
reference domain (Ω0) and on the physical one (Ωq).

Lemma A.1. Let k P N be fixed, ϕ P HkpΩ0q and q P W k,8pIq. It holds that

ϕ ˝ T ´1

q P HkpΩqq, c1}q}W k,8pIq}ϕ ˝ T ´1

q }HkpΩqq ď }ϕ}HkpΩ0q ď c2}q}W k,8pIq}ϕ ˝ T ´1

q }HkpΩqq.

Vice versa, it holds that rϕ P HkpΩqq implies rϕ ˝ Tq P HkpΩ0q, together with similar inequalities.

In connection with this lemma, we restrict a little the set of admissible controls. From now on,
the definition of Qad will contain also the belonging of control functions q to W 3,8pIq and the
existence of a constant c8 ą 0 such that

}q}W 3,8 ď c8 @ q P Qad. (48)

that is

Qad :“ tq P W 3,8pIq X H1

0 pIq : qpxq ď 1 ´ ε, @x P I, and }q}W 3,8pIq ď c8u.
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Thanks to the above definition and to Lemma A.1, when handling with functions belonging to
HkpΩ0q or HkpΩqq for k ď 3, we can indifferently consider their norm in the physical domain Ωq

or in the reference domain Ω0.
Now we take into account the state problem, and we assume the validity of the following regu-

larity result for Stokes problem:

Assumption A.2. Let Ωq be an open, bounded set of R2 and let Γq be C1,1 and BΩqzΓq polygonal
with BΩq having convex corners. Assume that data functions fulfill the following requests:

ν P H3ppΩq, η P H2ppΩq, f P rH2ppΩqs2, gD P rH7{2pΓ3qs2, gN P rH5{2pΓ1qs2,

and suitable compatibility conditions. Then, for the solution pru, rpq of (4), the following hold:

(a) pru, rpq P rH3pΩqqs2 ˆ H2pΩqq
(b) }∇3ru}Ωq

` }∇2rp}Ωq
ď cpη, ν, gD, gN , f , pΩq.

Remark A.3. Assumption A.2 can be proved by resorting to results presented in [19]. In that

paper, weighted Sobolev spaces H
k,l
β pΩq are considered, but the results can be brought back to

classical Sobolev spaces exploiting the following inclusions: HkpΩqq Ă H
k,l
β pΩqq Ă H l´1pΩqq, for

any k ě l ě 0 and β P r0, 1s4.

The last ingredient that we need in order to prove a regularity result for the solution of our
transformed problem (7) is represented by additional regularity requests on data. Since we want
regularity not only for the solution of (7), but also for its derivatives w.r.t. the control, namely
S1pqqpδqq, S2pqqpδq, δqq, we have to assume a slightly stronger regularity of data than that consid-
ered in Assumption A.2.

Assumption A.4. Data functions have the following regularity:

ν P H5ppΩq, η P H4ppΩq, f P rH4ppΩqs2, gD P rH7{2pΓ3qs2, gN P rH5{2pΓ1qs2,

and suitable compatibility conditions hold on data.

We are now ready to state a regularity result for the state variables and their shape derivatives.

Theorem A.5. Under Assumptions A.4, A.2, there exist three positive constants c0, c1, c2, such
that for any q P Qad, with }q}W 3,8pIq ď c8, and for any δq, τq P δQ, and independently from them,
it holds that

Spqq, S1pqqpδqq, S2pqqpδq, τqq P rH3pΩ0qs2 ˆ H2pΩ0q and

(a) }Spqq}rH3pΩ0qs2ˆH2pΩ0q ď c0

(b) }S1pqqpδqq}rH3pΩ0qs2ˆH2pΩ0q ď c1}δq}H3pIq
(c) }S2pqqpδq, τqq}rH3pΩ0qs2ˆH2pΩ0q ď c2}δq}H3pIq}τq}H3pIq.

Proof. Let q P Qad, consider solution pu, pq “ Spqq of the transformed problem (7) and remind

that its physical counterpart pru, rpq “ rSpqq is the solution of Stokes problem (4) on Ωq.
Now, we can verify the hypotheses of Lemma A.2: Ωq is surely an open bounded subset of R2; its

boundary Γq is C1,1 because it is the graph of the control function q P Qad Ă H3pIq Ă C1,1pΩqq and
for the same reason its terminal points cannot present a concave angle; the regularity of external
force and boundary data, together with the compatibility conditions, are given by Assumption
A.4. Then, Lemma A.2 holds and we have pru, rpq P rH3pΩqqs2 ˆ H2pΩqq and }∇3ru}Ωq

` }∇2rp}Ωq
ď

cpf , gD, gN , pΩq. Finally, the results on pru, rpq directly transfer to pu, pq, thanks to Lemma A.1.
For points (b) and (c), the proof is exactly the same, considering Assumption A.4 in order to

control the more complex right-hand sides appearing dealing with S1pqqpδqq and S2pqqpδq, δqq, with
the aim of prove the validity of the hypotheses of Lemma A.2. The dependence on }δq}H3pIq on
the right-hand side comes out from the bounds of the coefficients, similar to those reported in
Proposition 2.3.

�
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So far we have obtained a regularity result for the state variables: now we want to show that
the optimal control belongs to H5pIq. Indeed, this regularity holds for any q P Qad satisfying the
first order optimality condition, as stated in the following result:

Theorem A.6. Let q P Qad be such that optimality condition (13) holds in q. Then it holds that
q P H5pIq.
Proof. Let us take into account Hadamard formula for j1, given by Lemma 1.9, i.e. j1pqqpδqq “
2αpq2, δq2qI ` pΨ, δqqI . We start by noticing that βp

ş
I

qpxqdx ´ V q is constant, then certainly

belonging to H1pIq.
The regularity Theorem A.5 can be applied to both the state variables pu, pq and the adjoint state
variables pz, sq. Then, thanks to the definition (48) and Lemma A.1, we get

pru, rz, rsq “ pu, z, sq ˝ Tq P rH3pΩqqs2 ˆ rH3pΩqqs2 ˆ H2pΩqq.

Taking the traces of ∇ru, ∇rz, rs on boundary Γq and using its parametrization γ : x ÞÑ px, qpxqq, we
get

p∇ru, ∇rz, rsqpx, qpxqq P rH3{2pIqs2ˆ2 ˆ rH3{2pIqs2ˆ2 ˆ H3{2pIq.

Thanks to this regularity, together with the continuous embedding H3{2pIq ãÑ W 1,4pIq, we can
conclude that Ψ belongs to H1pIq.

Now, taking a q P Qad such that the optimality condition j1pqqpδqq “ 0 holds, we get

ż

I

q2δq2dx “ ´
ż

I

1

2α
Ψδq dx @δq P C8

0 pIq. (49)

Finally, we observe that (49) is equivalent to say that the fourth weak derivative of q is exactly

´ 1

2α
Ψ. Being α a non-zero constant and belonging Ψ to H1pIq, we get qpivq P H1pIq. Since we

already have q P W 3,8 Ă H3pIq (see (48)), we obtain the thesis, i.e. q P H5pIq. �

Appendix B. Results for the coercivity of functional j

In this appendix, we present two useful results for the proof of Lemma 2.13. The first concerns
the sequential continuity of the state operator derivatives w.r.t. the variations of control.

Lemma B.1. Let q P Qad and consider a sequence tδqnunPN Ă Q. If there exists a δq P Q such
that δqn Ñ δq in C1pIq, then

(a) S1pqqpδqnq Ñ S1pqqpδqq in V ˆ P

(b) S2pqqpδqn, δqnq Ñ S2pqqpδq, δqq in V ˆ P

Proof. Because of the linearity and the well-posedness of problems (17), (18), it suffices to prove

the convergence of the right-hand sides in V 1 ˆ P 1: this is obtained from the continuity of 9F , 9a, 9b,
:F , :a,:b w.r.t. the variation δq.
We just give an example of the steps to be taken, processing a term from :apq, δqδqqpu, vq:

ˇ̌
ˇ
´

∇νq ¨ Vδqn
∇u A1

q,δqn
, ∇v

¯
´

`
∇νq ¨ Vδq∇u A1

q,δq, ∇v
˘ˇ̌
ˇ ď

ď
ˇ̌
ˇ
´

∇νq ¨ Vδqn
∇upA1

q,δqn
´ A1

q,δqq, ∇v
¯ˇ̌

ˇ `
ˇ̌`

∇νq ¨ pVδqn
´ Vδqq∇u A1

q,δq, ∇v
˘ˇ̌

ď

ď }ν}
W 1,8p pΩq}∇u}}∇v}

´
}A1

q,δqn
´ A1

q,δq}8}Vδqn
}8 ` }Vδqn

´ Vδq}8}A1
q,δq}8

¯

The convergence of δqn in C1pIq implies the uniform convergence of A1
q,δqn

´ A1
q,δq and Vδqn

´ Vδq

to zero, as it can be seen from the definition of such quantities. Moreover, being tδqnu bounded in
C1pIq, Proposition 2.3 ensures that }Vδqn

}8, }A1
q,δq}8 are bounded themselves. �

From Lemma B.1, using the Dominated Convergence Theorem and the compact embedding
H2pIq ĂĂ C1pIq yields a similar result for the derivatives of cost functional j:
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Corollary B.2. Let q P Qad and tδqnunPN Ă δQ such that there exists a δq P δQ for which
δqn á δq in H2pIq. Then,

j1pqqpδqnq ÝÑ
nÑ8

jpqqpδqq, j2pqqpδq, δqq ď lim inf
nÑ8

j2pqqpδqn, δqnq.
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